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THE ROYAL AIR FORCE REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
NORFOLK BRANCH 

NEWSLETTER NO.225 JUNE 2017   
 President: Squadron Leader Paul Bruning (Rtd) 
    Chairman: Mr. Tony Leonard + Standard Bearer 

Vice Chairman: Mr. Paul Rainbird + Programme Secretary 
Secretary: David McEwen   
Treasurer:  Gill McEwen 

DEAR MEMBER(S),                                                    
Enclosed with this Newsletter are your                   
National Association and Branch Subscription 
Renewal Receipts and Association sticker for  
Membership Card.  Thank you for your 
prompt  renewal it does so help Gill our 
Treasurer. 

If you are an Association member but NOT 
attending the AGM and Reunion at                         
Cambridge, but wish to visit the  Colour 
Presentation Parade and RAF  Honington 
Families Day, on 20th July 2017.  Then please 
complete the enclosed form and return to 
the National Secretary by 30th June 2017.  
Thank you.   

BRANCH DONATION                                         
Our thanks to Branch Member  Cliff Hewitt, 
for his kind and very generous donation of 
£100 to Branch Funds.  Cliff, this very much     
appreciated.                          

APRIL BRANCH MEETING                                          
The Secretary welcomed three speakers  
Sue, Bert and Ivan who represented the  
Nelson Museum in Great Yarmouth.  There 
followed an extremely interesting talk about 
our great national hero Admiral Lord Horatio 
Nelson - a ’Norfolk’ man.  Sue related                                
numerous facts about many facets of       
Nelson’s life which are not generally known to 
a great many people.  The talk ended with a 
very amusing sketch comparing health and 
safety and political correctness in the 1700’s 
and TODAY.   Sue, Bert and Ivan were 
thanked by the Chairman. 

Secretary reported that the invitation to  
parade Standards on 12th May in the                  
Freedom of Richmond Parade had been                 
declined, due to the distance of travel and 
availability of Branch Standard bearer. 

Members were thanked for renewing Annual 
Subscriptions on time. 

Confirmed  Annual dates for your diary are;                             
24.06.17.  RAF Regiment Commemoration at 
NMA.                                                 
16.07.17.  Tower of London Chapel  Service.                                                                                   

20.07.17.  RAF Regiment Association AGM  
  and RAF Honington Families Day.  

 

MAY BRANCH MEEETING                                       
Secretary welcomed our speakers Anita and 
David Morton.  Anita regaled us with tales 
regarding the tea shop which she and David 
used to run in the village of Heydon and also 
passed round recipes for various cakes                 
including the lemon drizzle and iced                     
gingerbread which she had brought for us all 
to sample.  (David cut up and passed round 
the very generous  pieces of cakes, which 
needless to say were delicious). 

Anita told us that this was probably the last 
time she would be accepting a speaking               
engagement as she was hoping to write a 
book.  Anita and David were thanked by the 
Chairman.  

Members stood for a Minutes Silence in 
Memory of Branch Member Alan Moltino who 
died on 22nd April 2017. 

Paul Rainbird passed on the thanks of Alan 
Moltino’s family for the attendance of                 
Regiment members at Alan’s funeral - the 
representation of the Branch had been very 
much appreciated.  

A donation of £100 has been received from 
Mr. Cliff Hewitt - thank you Cliff.  It was 
thought that the Branch should have an                   
official card to send with thanks on such                  
occasions and to this end a card with the 
Standards Emblem has been designed and 
produced by Louise Clarke.  Card circulated 
to members who approved it.  To be used as 
and when occasions arise. 

Thanks were extended to Paul Rainbird for 
organising the recent trip to Holland which 
had been enjoyed by 21 members.  

Secretary reported he had received the               
Official Programme for the Armed Forces 
Day at the NMA on 24th June 2017, copies 
available should anyone require one.                                                                                         
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The following is from Centurion 1999 and         
reproduced with permission of the Editor. 

National Service Reminiscences of 80                       
Squadron by David Upton.                                      
After Basic RAF training at Cardington and 
Hednesford in July 1953, I thought I was 
going to be one of the last National Service 
pilots.  Alas, these plans did not work out.  
The Korean War was finished as I entered 
the RAF and the increased technology of 
faster aircraft caused the RAF to think 
again about the cost of training National 
Service pilots.  This rather left me between 
a rock and a hard place, as I won a place at a 
leading agricultural college to commence as 
soon as I had finished my two years. This 
ruled out the short service general duties 
commission suggested by a keen careers            
officer at Hednesford.                                                                         

As I was an outdoor type, the alternatives 
available were quickly narrowed down to the 
RAF Police or RAF Regiment.  I was not too 
keen on the RAFP but the RAF Regiment did 
have attractions which I thought worth              
taking up. The most important of these was 
that (unless I ended up as a drill instructor) 
I would almost certainly be posted overseas. 
This was exciting enough for me to commit 
myself to 92 Basic RAF Dumfries in the early 
Autumn of 1953. 

I seem to remember that Dumfries was a 
chilly and fairly primitive posting.  I am still 
convinced that there was no hot water at all 
on the camp, but maybe my memory has 
failed.  Despite the lack of creature                         
comforts, I have to say that I thoroughly                    
enjoyed Dumfries.                                                   

The day usually commenced with a dawn run 
around the perimeter track and it was not 
long before the intake  became really fit.  
We were very well trained in small squads 
and became very proficient in the small range 
of weapons we had - 303 rifle, grenade, sten 
and bren.  The highly dangerous (to the                          
operator) PIAT had just been phased out, 
and although we were supposed to be trained 
on a rifle grenade called the Energa, I never 
saw one.    

With the limited range of weaponry our               
instructors obviously felt that we must be 
able to run faster than any opposing army, so 
a great deal of time was spent on physical 
fitness.  Like most 18 year olds, we            
responded well to that.  During my stay it 
was the RAF turn to mount the  Armistice  
Guard of Honour in St George’s Square at 

Glasgow.  92 Basic was selected.  We were  
super smart and felt very proud marching 
behind the band of the Argylls in front of an 
enormous crowd. 

I was offered the Junior Gunnery                                   
Instruction Course at Catterick.  However, I 
still had the fear that this would only lead to 
a DI Corporal job at one of the square             
bashing camps .  I therefore joined most of 
the intake on an overnight train to Watchet 
to start  Gunner LAA training. 

Watchet was a pretty camp, although I                
preferred Dumfries.  We had a seconded 
New Zealand officer, Flt Lt Colin Fraser, I 
am afraid that I realised  very quickly  that 
the pre-war L60 Bofors Gun was hopelessly 
out of date, and perhaps that was why for 
the first time in my Regiment career, I                 
wondered if I was wasting my time. 

My main recollection of Watchet is that we 
had a brilliant station soccer team comprised 
entirely of professionals called up for                   
National Service.  Any good NSA players did 
not get much further than Watchet.  Our 
striker was Brian Clough, who I remember 
seeing score seven goals against some Army 
cup side.  I played rugby for RAF Watchet, 
and this provided a pleasant break from              
routine training.  

Nevertheless, we whizzed through all the 
various gun drills and did what we had to do. 
Like Dumfries, the instructors were good.  I 
remember we passed out at Christmas, and 
after leave were posted to Lytham St. Annes 
for despatch overseas.  I was desperate to 
get to any exotic place such as the  Canal 
Zone or Aden and consequently was a little 
disappointed to find myself on a train to 
Harwich on the way to Germany.  We seemed 
to be on the train for days.   

I recall that I was able to speak to a bored 
porter at March Railway Station to send a 
post card to my anxious mother as to my                             
destination.  She got it, and was relieved 
that I was not going to be any further from 
home. My father had been a prisoner of war 
at Gallipoli and she was not anxious for her 
son to venture to the Middle East.   

Memories of the transit to the Hook of                   
Holland will be shared by every Regiment 
member who served in 2nd TAF.  My initial 
voyage was on the Empire Wansbeck.  At                
various times I sailed on the other two                 
vessels, the Vienna and the Parkeston.  The 
trip was always uncomfortable, as is the case 
on any troopship. 
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Nevertheless, we arrived safely at the Hook 
and after being directed through a busy mess 
hall for breakfast, were rapidly organised to 
depart on colour coded trains to wherever.  
The organisation was incredible.  The military 
has a genius for handling this sort of logistic 
problem. 

I seem to remember that I received an     
instruction telling me to board the blue train 
(it could have been any colour), and that I 
was travelling to RAF Buckeburg.  The train 
journey was a revelation after the previous 
night’s journey.  We were well fed by                 
efficient German staff and for a short time 
we felt like royalty.                                                                                                      

If I remember correctly, we were ushered 
off the train at Hanover and continued by 
bus to Buckeburg, an old SS barracks.  
Buckeburg is between Hanover and                             
Osnabruck.  I can still remember seeing on 
that train journey the terrible damage that 
had been done by the RAF during the war.  
Places like Hamm and other towns in the Ruhr 
had been totally devastated.  Nevertheless, 
the Germans were working round the clock to 
rebuild their country.   

Buckeburg turned out to be an overnight 
stop.  For some reason which I could never 
understand, the next morning we were put 
back on the train in the reverse direction            
towards Holland.   

 Along with one or two others, we were   
posted to 80 Squadron RAF Geilenkirchen. 
The latter, situated on the Dutch border, 
was a new and large airfield housing 3 and 
234 Squadrons (flying Sabres). There was 
also a Belgium Squadron flying Thunder-jets.     
Geilenkirchen also housed 25 Wing RAF   
Regiment (Formed at Hawarden and then on 
to Luneburg before ending up at its present 
(and  final) address. Geilenkirchen is still               
operational today and houses the NATO 
AWACs training activities.  

80’s sister squadron was 75 LAA Squadron.   
We did not have a great deal to do with each 
other, and the only thing I can remember of 
note is that 75’s CO was Sqn Ldr AI Mitchell, 
(usually known – but not to his face - as Mad 
Mitch) had something of a reputation. Mad 
Mitch’s World War Two exploits with 4421 
are described by Squadron Leader                
A W Rogerson in the April 1998 Bulletin.  His            
Squadron was based at Secunderbad and  
Mitchell won an MC for rescuing a wounded 
gunner in particularly hazardous                 
circumstances. As I had already learned the 

importance  of keeping a low profile in the 
services, I studiously avoided heroes. 

The Officer commanding 25 Wing was Wg 
Cdr C F Price.  I also remember the Wing 
Warrant Officer was named Davidson, a 
bluff north countryman.  80 Squadron itself 
was commanded by Sdn Ldr J F Oliver (Black 
Jack).  The adjutant was Flt Lt G A (George) 
Dunsmore, who I liked.  During my service 
with 80 Squadron, between January 1954 and 
end of June 1955, a new CO replaced Black 
Jack at the end of his tour, Sdn Ldr Oliver,  
R P  Hogg. 

80 Squadron A Flight was commanded by                 
Plt Off Newcombe and B Flight by Plt Off 
Brocklebank.                                                        

As I was posted to B Flight, I got to know Plt 
Off Brocklebank rather well.  He was a                    
tremendous character and  also a more than  
useful scrumhalf.  I played in the station  
rugby team with him.  Other memorable                             
personalities were FS Joe Mann (A Flight) 
and FS Russell (B Flight).   

80 Squadron were fortunate to have a very 
fine Warrant Officer named Gamble.  I would 
like to know what became of him. Most of 80  
Squadron were four year Regulars and been 
together since the squadron was formed.  I 
was one of the first National Servicemen to 
appear and was greeted with friendly          
curiosity.  Having a few O levels  certainly 
helped, and I quickly found myself pressed 
into service as a letter writer/letter          
interpreter/counsellor on the most astonish-
ing range of military/domestic problems.  

As in most military units, a great deal of 80 
Squadron leisure time was spent on serious 
drinking.  This was a pity as the authorities 
made a noble effort with all sorts of                        
educational schemes.  I certainly benefited 
from a course I took which was later                          
accredited to London University.     

Drink related offences created all sorts of  
problems for the authorities and a                                    
considerable number of man days were lost 
by personnel spending an uncomfortable time 
at the Field Punishment Detention Unit at 
Wahn.  30 days at this place was very bad 
news.  Nevertheless, squadron ranks were 
regularly depleted by reluctant visitors to 
Wahn.  This place was definitely not Butlins, 
I was told by one of the drivers who was a 
regular guest. 
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However, his record was not as  bad as that 
of an RASC army driver from my own                 
village who I met by chance in Berlin.  His 
National Service had already been extended 
to several years through numerous                     
misdemeanours.  My own experience of             
military penal establishments included  a very 
uncomfortable escort duty to a prisoner                    
sentenced to a spell at  Colchester for                    
disappearing into the Eastern Sector of      
Berlin.  Although I was merely an innocent 
escort, Colchester was terrifying .  I was 
warned that the military prison at Shepton 
Mallet was even worse 

Leisure was mostly spent on the camp in the 
Naafi which was eventually surpassed by an 
excellent Malcolm Club.  Most of the                       
squadron never moved off the camp at all.  
However, a number of us were able to visit 
neighbouring and pretty Dutch towns and  
villages in nearby Limburg.  Aachen was also 
within easy reach, and well worth a visit.                                                                  

I found the squadron in a frozen state of                            
inertia in the winter months.  It was                      
incredibly cold, and most activity involved                
attempting to keep warm. We were                          
eventually kitted out with ex Korean War 
combat clothing which made a welcome              
addition to the standard leather jerkins and 
woolly gloves which were apparently standard               
winter issue when I arrived in January 1954.  

80 Squadron was equipped with the L60     
Bofors, and we were painfully aware how     
outmoded this historic gun was in 1954. Our                   
lorries were even older. Our gun towing truck 
was a Thornycroft 3 tonner.  The Wing      
Recovery vehicle was an ancient AEC         
Matador.                                                               

In winter I remember our usual drill was to 
start the two most reliable A and B Flight 
vehicles using an aircraft trolley Acc which 
had probably started life as as a Spitfire 
starter.  Once we had two vehicles running, 
the drivers would tow start the remainder of 
the squadron vehicles which spent most of 
the day idling in the freezing temperatures. 

Once the spring appeared, we were on the 
move, and made gentle excursions into the 
surrounding countryside to gain gun towing 
and convoy practise.   Some long term, just 
out of training Regulars, and a few more             
national servicemen drifted in, which was 
just as well.                                                                

The bulk of the squadron was to be                            
demobbed during the early summer.  Thus 
created a major transport problem as we 

would then not have any drivers.                                 
Consequently some of us were selected to go 
on a driving course.  

I had already been on a short motorcycle 
course which lasted about a week. And       
entailed learning to ride a rather nice                 
Triumph 500 Speed Twin.  Prior to this, one 
of my boyhood intentions had always been to 
ride a fast and powerful motorcycle.   The 
intense cold of a German winter put a damper 
on my motorcycle aspirations, and the       
prospect of sitting in a warm cab seemed an 
altogether better idea.  As I could drive (no 
license!) the course passed easily enough.                                                           

The Thorneycroft was so slow that it was   
almost impossible to have a reasonable                 
accident.  I remember our convoy autobahn 
speed towing a gun was 20mph.  Elsewhere we 
were restricted (officially) to 15mph.  Not 
until the time of my demob in 1955 were 
these ancient vehicles replaced by German 
Magirus Deutz vehicles.                                                               

I played rugby for the station team which 
provided some interesting alternatives to the 
daily routine.   

Our first Major deployment was to RAF     
Gatow in Berlin where we took part in the 
usual Regiment security duties.  To a young 
man, Berlin was a revelation. 

Our routine was 24 hours on, 24 hours off, 
and 24 hours on standby.  Off duty time was 
spent in Charlottenburg an extremely lively 
spot.  Standing on top of the Gatow Control 
Tower with only sten guns between us and 
the Russians was extremely unnerving.  The 
Russians had a nasty habit of starting their 
tanks up at about four in the morning.   As 
these were positioned within earshot we    
always felt there was not much  between us 
and the start of World War Three. 

I can still recall how bitter the weather was.   
We had just acquired two Austin one tonners 
which were allocated to HQ Flight.  I                                    
remember one of our people backing one of 
our new trucks into a fire hydrant.  There 
was a whoosh as the water gushed into the 
sky and promptly froze.  It was as cold as 
that.  

The next major event in the 80 Squadron               
calendar was the annual ground to air firing 
at Todendorf. Todendorf was on the Baltic, 
north of Kiel.  The powers that be decided 
that our vehicles were either too ancient to 
make the journey, or more likely, that we did 
not have enough drivers.                                         
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The logistics problem of getting 25 Wing to 
Todendorf were resolved by the hiring of a 
train to move the entire Wing to our                 
destination.  I remember that a small group 
of us worked for about two days loading the 
lorries and guns onto the train.  When we                              
arrived at Kiel we then reversed the process.                                

Todendorf was pleasant enough and it was 
quite a shock to fire the guns for real.                    
Performances were mysteriously monitored 
by something known as line of sight rounds.  
We never did hit anything.  Our task should 
have been made easier as the Mosquito                
towing the drogue always flew from right to 
left.  At an advised speed of 200mph and at 
a specified altitude.  As the Number 7 on the 
gun, and armed with essential pre-battle                 
information.  I was always able to pre-set the 
aim off and various settings without ever 
seeing the target. 

Even with all this we were not able to hit the 
drogue. I think we did get a good rating for 
line of sight rounds (near misses).  We all                
enjoyed Todendorf which did enable us to 
get some real practice in, and at the same 
time, improve enthusiasm and  morale.   

Once Todendorf was finished we were on the 
move again.  The trip this time combined a 
small refresher at Sennelager with ground to 
ground firing on the ranges at nearby Hohne.  
Sennelager was bleak and spartan and I do 
not remember a great deal about our brief 
stay other than the fact  that it was                                
uncomfortable.  Hohne did leave a lasting               
impression.  Perhaps this was because the 
range was next to the site of the Belsen      
Concentration Camp.  A visit here was both 
moving and eerie, and I can still recall the  
starkness of that terrible place.  

Apart from the proximity of Belsen, Hohne 
was good fun as we loaded up with armour 
piercing shells for shooting at dummy tanks.  
Again the Number 7s were given helpful                   
advance information (tank moving right to 
left, range 2000 yards, speed 20 mph etc).  
Loaded up with this data it was the easiest 
thing in the world to fire two or three                    
lighters before dropping right on the tank. 

The thrill of scoring hit after hit was most 
exciting, and I think we all fancied the L60 in 
a ground role.  The fact that the Bofors did 
not have anything very substantial in the way 
of armour never occurred to us. 

The final date on the year’s programme was 
usually some major exercise in Germany.  In 
1954 we took part in Battle Royal.  Our job 

was to deploy to RAF Butzweilerhof at       
Cologne and to dig ourselves (and our guns) in 
to defend the airfield.   We lived in tents for 
a very pleasant two weeks in a warm and late 
summer and I remember that B1 gun crew 
quietly went native living of the land (we had 
at least two poachers) supplemented by the 
usual compo rations.                                                    

From time to time we were attacked from 
the air  by 2nd TAF F86 Sabres which were 
tasked to detect our guns (which were              
camouflaged as best we could) and then dive 
in to photograph/attack our flimsy gun pits. 

My memory may be playing tricks, but I                   
remain convinced that the L60 sights were 
set to a maximum of 450 mph which would 
have been about right for a gun which                            
appeared around 1935.  However these                   
Sabres were  attacking us at a speed some 
200mph greater than that.  Already there 
were fighters around faster than the Sabre  
which had a very short life being supplanted 
by the very successful Hunter. 

The dismal efforts of our layers to try to 
track attackers flying at that speed finally 
convinced me that the L60 against a modern 
jet was no contest.  Attack conditions                   
suggested by the diving Sabres were in              
serious contrast to the gentle right to left 
200 mph crossing Mosquito at Todendorf. 

For the rest of my service, the programme 
was about the same.  I was probably                     
unfortunate in that I was right at the end of 
the pre-war equipment era.  In hindsight, I 
now know that the RAF was hamstrung, 
through political interference, by delayed             
investment.  The L70 was yet to appear,              
improved small arms would replace our Lee 
Enfield 303, sten and bren, and most                   
importantly, the vehicles wold be upgraded.  
However these innovations and developments 
were still some time away by the time I was 
demobbed. through Innsworth in July 1955. 

I thought that was the end of it.  However 
Suez cropped up in the following year.  I was 
therefore horrified to receive a call up               
notice, rail warrant and one’s days advance of 
pay to report to Hawarden to go to war with 
an armoured car squadron.  My discharge                         
papers stated quite clearly that I was a   
competent armoured car crew member                     
although I had never actually seen one.  How-
ever, the invasion was called off.  I wonder 
what I did with the advance pay. 

I was, and still am, proud of my service with 
The RAF Regiment.   
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Abiding memories are of the very good  
training we always received, a great spirit of 
camaraderie, and a sense of pride in being 
part of what I still consider, to be an elite 
unit.  I cannot but fail to be impressed by 
the way in which the Corp has moved forward 
in this technological age. 

Editor: David Upton worked with Group                  
Captain Kingsley 0liver on a more detailed 
history of the RAF Regiment in the period 
1947-1957.         

IN TOUCH                                                                      
Members  will recall an excellent talk some 7 
years ago by Branch Member Alan Barkes, 
(now 96 years) who lives in Holbeach,              
Lincolnshire, called ‘Boxing Clever’ in which 
Alan told us about his time on 2810 Squadron 
the first Parachute Squadron in the RAF 
Regiment, which saw action in Burma.  And 
his reunion with 2810 colleague our late 
Branch Member Norman Hunt after some 63 
years.                                                      

Published 5 years ago was the book ‘Never 
Not Ready’ by Graeme Deeley - Regimental 
Historian.  The History of RAF Regiment 
Parachute Squadrons 1942 to 2012.   Which 
has a Forward by our good friend (now        
retired) Warrant Officer ’Slap’ Rowlands.   

Well the book was read by Nigel Fallow who 
lives in Durham.  Nigel is the son of Thomas 
Fallow, who also served on 2810 and his                  
photograph is in the book along with a              
feature on Alan Barkes.  Nigel has always had 
great interest in his fathers service in the 
RAF Regiment and contacted Graeme Deeley 
who got in touch with Alan.  A phone call   
later and Alan and Nigel had a great chat and 
Nigel  arranged to visit Alan at a later date.  

On 29th April, Nigel ‘phoned Alan and asked 
if he could visit that day.  I will be with you 
in 90 minutes he said.  He was flying down  in 
his private plane to a nearby airfield.  And 
sure enough he arrived at 10.30am. 

He brought with him his fathers photo album 
and Alan had his.  Alan told Nigel that he well 
remembered  his father, a great colleague 
who was with him in Burma in 1945, the scene 
of a lot of fighting. 

Alan and Nigel had a wonderful day together 
and you can just imagine the nostalgia for 
both of them. Nigel thanked Alan and his 
wife Lynne for a great day. 

On the 9th May, Alan received a letter from    
Nigel and here is part of it.                                        
I am very aware to live in the era I do.  I am 

privileged and honoured to meet and know 
men like you who made it possible.  My                  
generation will be forever in your debt.  I 
will call to see you again soon to catch up. 

Also keep me informed of any activities going 
on with the RAF Regiment Association -
Norfolk Branch.  

Best regards to you both for making me feel 
so welcome. 

Nigel Fallow, son of Thomas Fallow 2810 
Squadron RAF Regiment.    

Editor: How wonderful for Alan and  Nigel. It 
is also gratifying that the  sacrifices made 
by our armed forces in WW11 continue to be  
recognised and honoured.   

JUST TO PROVE YOU CAN HAVE YOUR 
CAKE AND EAT IT 

Branch members celebrating their 80th 
Birthday at our May meeting.  The cake was 
baked by Lionel’s grand daughter Milly, aged 
12 years and very tasty it was too.  Enjoyed 
by all.  Thank you Milly. 

The photograph  is of our young, and                     
handsome members - left to right.                            
Paul Rainbird. Dave Dawson. Lionel Middleton. 

Not a wrinkle between them.  

‘Rocks at the Ready’. 
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BRANCH VISIT  

To Keukenhof Tulip Garden, Holland 24th –
27th April 2017.  Report by Paul Rainbird. 

24th April - We all gathered in Town Centre, 
Wymondham, at 6.30am and departed at 
6.45am.  Had a good trip down to Dover and 
pleasant ferry to Calais. 

We arrived at Van Der Valk Hotel near  
Scholpol Airport.  The hotel was good and  
quite near Keukenhof. 

25th April - Departed from the hotel at 9am 
and arrived at Keukenhof at 10am, staying           
for four and a half hours.  It was very busy 
with coaches from all around the EEC.                                                                             

The gardens were beautiful with 7 million  
tulips, daffodils and hyacinths filling the 32 
hectare with colour and fragrance. 

The Beatrix Pavilion featuring an orchid  and 
anthorium display. The Orange Nasseu             
Pavilion with many cut flower displays 
(changed every week) from 23rd March until 
21st May.  The William Alexander Pavilion 
featuring Tulip - Lilies and many different 
flowers and plants.  Everywhere you walked 
there was colour and numerous displays. 

26th April - We had an early morning start  
to Aalsmer to visit Royal Flora Holland with 
the Largest International Trading Platform 
for plant and flowers and trades in 20,000 
different varieties of flowers and plants. 
With more than 100,000 transactions per 
day.     

We then went onto a company selling clogs 
and cheeses and Henry Linford tried his 
hand at clog making.  It was an interesting 
place to visit.  Then we spent some time in 
Volendam a pleasant small coastal town for 
shopping.  Early afternoon we left for               
Amsterdam. 

Amsterdam was very busy as the next day 
was a Bank Holiday in Holland.   It took us a 
considerable time driving around to park the 
coach to connect with the cruise company for 
the canal boat ride - this was very pleasant 
and relaxing and the weather was fair. 

27th April - Early start for Wymondham.  
Everything went well.  I think everyone                
enjoyed the trip and visits in Holland.   

                      

Editor: Thank you Paul.  Again, another                 
enjoyable visit you have organised for our 
members.  Well done.  

 

 

 

 

  

Keukenhof has designed amazing             
inspirational gardens, featuring beautiful 
Dutch bulbs and a range of the latest     
garden trends - it is the most beautiful 
spring garden in the world. 

 

When its spring again I’ll bring again tulips 
from Amsterdam - Remember - Max 
Byegraves singing this.   
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OBITUARY                                                                   
It is with regret that I inform you of the 
death of Friend Branch Member Alan             
Moltino, who lived at Lowestoft, and died  on 
the 22nd April 2017 aged 91 years.    

The funeral was on 11th May 2017 at  
Waveney Crematorium and was well attended 
with family and friends, including 20        
members from Norfolk Branch. After the 
Service a Wake was held at the Three           
Horseshoes P.H. 

Alan did not serve in the RAF Regiment but 
in the Essex Regiment in India, Korea and    
Northern Ireland.     

Alan and his late wife Joan became involved 
with Norfolk Branch through Joan and my 
Louise being members of the same art group.  
Both Alan and Joan were great supporters of 
Norfolk Branch, joining us at events, outings 
and Branch meetings and our trips to                    
Germany.  They also helped with fund raising 
for our Branch Standard and Alan paraded 
with us on ‘Remembrance Sundays’ for as long 
as he was able. 

In civilian life Alan was a draughtsman and                 
technician for a television manufacturer.  

A supporter of Southend United and good 
bowls player.  

Alan’s family thanks everyone for their                
support and particularly Norfolk Branch 
member Colin Bale.  Colin is our photographer 
and he searched his archives and produced 
photographs of events that Alan and Joan 
had attended over the many years and gave 
them to the family.   

A kind and lovely thought Colin.  Thank you. 

Alan was a true gentleman and will be greatly 
missed by his family and all of us who had 
the pleasure of knowing him. 

WE WILL REMEMBER HIM. 

THANK YOU                                                                               
To Margaret and Jordon of Olympic Print - 
Lowestoft, who kindly print the Branch 
Newsletter and Events Programme and look 
after all our stationery needs.  They always 
do a first class job, for which we are most 
grateful.  Thank You. 

DID YOU KNOW ?                                                                                                    
Why are they called Hat-tricks.                                   
The term first appeared in 1858 in cricket, 
after HH Stephenson took three wickets in 
three deliveries for an All-England X1.                                    

Fans held a collection and presented                        
Stephenson with a hat.  The term was                   
eventually adopted by other sports including 

football, rugby and ice hockey.   

STAY YOUNGER LONGER - EAT              
WATERCRESS                                                                                    
Forget goji berries  and chia seeds, there’s a 
new beauty superfood on the block - and it’s 
grown in the UK.                                                      

A scientific study has found that eating the 
peppery, leaf can drastically reduce wrinkles.  
In the trial women had their wrinkles                   
measured using a VISIA photograph system.     

After four weeks of eating 80g of                      
watercress a day (about the size of a                
supermarket bag), they were measured again.  
Nearly 70 per cent saw an improvement in 
their wrinkles.  The majority of women also 
reported increased energy levels.                                 

This is because gram for gram watercress 
contains more vitamin C than oranges and 
more iron than spinach. 

Dr Sarah Schenker, who oversaw the study, 
says: ‘it’s a powerhouse of nutrients which 
work together to  maintain good skin.’  Pop it 
anywhere you would put spinach - raw in                        
salads, wilted in pasta sauces or in a warming 
watercress soup. 

AND FINALLY                                            
Right lads. Now is the time to all stand      
together. Be firm and masterful and             
remember, make sure you always have the 
last word-like I do. For instance only last 
night, my lovely asked me to do  something.  I 
pulled myself up to my full height and not  
only did I have the last word!  I had several 
of them. (well you have to, don’t you).  I said 
in a firm voice with great authority. ‘Right 
dear, I’ll do it now’. Well it gets cold at night 
in the  garden shed. 

PS. Let me know how you get on?  Be brave. I 
am a qualified first aider. 

That’s all for now folks!  I look forward to 
the pleasure of your company at the Branch 
meetings at the Feathers Inn, Wymondham,                           
12.30pm on the 3rd Tuesday of the month. 

20th June - Meeting:  Talk by Richard Mann. 
’Up In The Air’, Part 1.  

18th July - Meeting:  Talk by David Morton. 
‘Windsor Castle’. 

August - No Meeting. 

19th September - Meeting:  Presentation by 
Mark Reynolds.  ‘A Career In Comedy’ Part 3. 

Best wishes, 

 

Colin Clarke.                                                              


